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1. Put in the apostrophe to show possession. 2. Write the contracted form.  Remember the apostrophe. 

The b o y s shirt was red. I am  

3. Underline the correct word to use in this sentence. 4. Underline the correct word to use in this sentence. 

We went ( for / four ) a walk. Do you ( no / know ) the answer? 

5. Underline the suffix that turns this noun into an adjective. 6. Underline the prefix to give this word the opposite meaning. 

hope ful ness dis un appear 

7. Underline the word with the correct spelling. 8. Underline the word with the correct spelling. 

little littul littel puple pupel pupil 

 
9. Write the comparative for the adjective below. 10. Write the superlative for the adjective below. 

short  great  

11. Underline any letters which should be in capitals. 12. Underline any letters which should be in capitals. 

when am i going to town? on tuesday, i am going to london. 

13. Put the missing commas ( , ) in this sentence. 

To make a cake I need flour eggs sugar and butter. 

14. Punctuate the end of this sentence. 15. Underline the type of sentence it is. 

Put the pencils over there statement question exclamation command 

 
16. Underline any nouns in this sentence. 17. Underline any verbs in this sentence. 

The girl climbed the fence. The dog ran after the ball. 

18. Underline any adjectives in this sentence. 19. Underline the adjectives in this expanded noun phrase. 

The small child waved her hand. the small, blue beads 

20 and 21. Write the past tense of these verbs. 

shout  sprint  

 
22. Underline the word which will make this sentence correct. 

Yesterday, Katie ( is / was / will be ) at my house. 

23. Co-ordination: Underline the best word (conjunction) to join these sentences. 

I went to the shop. ( and / or / but ) I bought some fruit. 

24. Subordination: Underline the best word (conjunction) to join these sentences. 

I put on my jumper. ( so that / if / because ) It was cold. 

25. Underline any words which can join with the word given to make a compound word. 

book mark case field shelf 

 

Total:  Red (0 – 9) Yellow (10 – 19) Green (20 – 25) 
 



1-2. (W2:4,17,24. Sp 2:7-9) The apostrophe represents missing letters and not the joining of two words (I have / I’ve). It can also be used 

to show possession ( the voice belonging to the man – the man’s voice) In either case, it must be placed precisely. 

The boy’s shirt was red. I am I’m 

3-4. (W2:2,5. Sp 2:17-20) Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and different spellings. 

We went ( for / four ) a walk. Do you ( no / know ) the answer? 

5-6. (W2:6,22,24. Sp 2:27,28) The suffix ‘ful’ means ‘full’ or ‘full of’ (but with only one l).  When added as a suffix it turns a noun into an 

adjective. The prefix ‘un’ means ‘not’ or ‘opposite’.  When added as prefix it gives the word the opposite meaning (Sp 1:30) 

hope ful ness dis un appear 

7. (W2:7, Sp 2:4)Many words end ‘le’.  In words with a short vowel 

sound, there are always two consonants between the vowel and ‘le’. 

8. (W2:7, Sp 2:6) Very few words end ‘il’. 

little littul littel puple pupel pupil 

9-10. (W2:7 Sp 1:29, 2:21,25) A comparative compares two things.  For most one syllable adjectives just add ‘er’ to make the comparative. 

A superlative compares three or more things.  For most one syllable adjectives just add ‘est’ to make the superlative. 

short shorter great greatest 

11-12. (W2:17) A capital letter is used to show the start of a sentence.  It must also be used for the first letter of a person’s name (proper 

noun), the personal pronoun ‘I’ meaning ‘me’ and for the names of places and the days of the week. 

When am I going to town? On Tuesday, I am going to London. 

13. (W2:17,24) A comma is used to separate items in a list.  It is not used before the last item which has ‘and’ in front of it.  It tells the 

reader to pause, but not for as long as a full stop. 

To make a cake I will need flour, eggs, sugar and butter. 

14. (W2:17) A full stop is used at the end of a word, phrase or 

sentence. A command is an order or request which uses a full stop 

unless you want it to be stressed (Shut up! Go away!) 

15. (W2:18) There are four types of sentence.  A question is an 

asking sentence and must end with a question mark. 

Put the pencils over there. statement question exclamation command 

16-17. (W2:24) A noun is a naming word. It names of a person, place or thing.  A verb is a doing word. It is an action or a thing you do. 

The girl climbed the fence. The dog ran after the ball. 

18. (W2:24) An adjective is a describing word.  It describes a noun 

(small, pretty, fast, broken) 

19. (W2:19,24) A phrase has no verb and does not make sense 

alone. A noun phrase is a noun with any modifier (the dog; some 

tiny, blue beads). 

The small child waved her hand. the small, blue beads 

20-21. (W2:7,20,24. Sp 1:28) Verbs can be written in past, present or future tense. 

shout shouted sprint sprinted 

22. (W2:20)  A fronted adverbial which sets an action in the past (Last night, Yesterday) means the verb must be in the past tense. 

Yesterday, Katie ( is / was / will be ) at my house. 

23. (W2:21) Coordinating conjunctions join two independent (or equal) clauses or sentences to make a compound sentence.  The 

conjunctions usually occur mid-sentence.  The seven coordinating conjunctions are: and, but, so, yet, for, nor, or. 

I went to the shop ( and / or / but ) I bought some fruit 

24. (W2:21) Subordinating conjunctions join a main clause (independent) to a subordinate (dependent) clause to make a complex sentence.  

The conjunction comes at the beginning of the subordinate clause. 

I put on my jumper ( so that / if / because ) it was cold. 

25. (W2:24) A compound word is a word made up of two smaller words (horse + shoe = horseshoe). 

book mark case field shelf 
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How to Look After a 
Dinosaur Egg 

 Quick Questions

If you have found a dinosaur egg, you need to act 
quickly and carefully. If you don’t, you might 
end up with an angry baby dinosaur on your 
hands.

First, you need to find out which kind of dinosaur 
you will be raising. Different dinosaurs eat 
different things so make sure that you buy the 
correct kind of food for your new friend.

Next, put the egg somewhere warm. Wrap it in 
blankets and keep it under a warm lightbulb at 
all times so that the baby does not get cold.

Keep your eyes open… your new friend is on its 
way.

11 
19 
28 
29

39 
46 
55 
63

72 
81 
91

101 
102 
 

1. Number these commands from 1 to 3 to 
show the order they appear in the text.  
     Keep your eyes open. 
     Find out which type of dinosaur it is. 
     Put the egg somewhere warm.

 
2. Find and copy two ways that you can 
keep the egg warm. 
  1) __________________________________             
       2) _______________________________

 
3. Why might the baby dinosaur be angry 
if you are not careful? 
______________________________________
______________________________________ 
 
4. Find and copy two adverbs used in the 
text to describe how you must act when 
you have found a dinosaur egg. 
_________________   __________________ 
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Answers
1. Number these commands from 1 to 3 to 
show the order they appear in the text.  
     Keep your eyes open. 
     Find out which type of dinosaur it is. 
     Put the egg somewhere warm.

 
2. Find and copy two ways that you can 
keep the egg warm. 
  1) wrap it in blankets                  

       2) keep it under a warm light bulb

 
3. Why might the baby dinosaur be angry 
if you are not careful? 
Accept any sensible inference linked to 
the text, e.g. The baby dinosaur might be 
angry because it could be cold or hungry. 
 
4. Find and copy two adverbs used in the 
text to describe how you must act when 
you have found a dinosaur egg. 
quickly and carefully 

3
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Dinosaur Egg 

If you have found a dinosaur egg, you need to act 
quickly and carefully. If you don’t, you might 
end up with an angry baby dinosaur on your 
hands.
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you will be raising. Different dinosaurs eat 
different things so make sure that you buy the 
correct kind of food for your new friend.
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blankets and keep it under a warm lightbulb at 
all times so that the baby does not get cold.
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